Can the display of drug strength information on medication labels influence the frequency of drug selection errors?
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Purpose
The label is an important interface between the drug and the healthcare worker. Case reports suggest that their characteristics can contribute to the occurrence of medication errors. The purpose of our study was to assess how the display of drug strength information on medication labels influences the frequency of drug selection errors.

Methods
Five different professional groups of fifteen volunteers each had to complete a series of 72 on-screen tasks.

• The series was constructed from an initial set of 24 distinct tasks.
• For each task, a label corresponding to a target drug instruction made of two pieces of information (quantity-volume, volume-concentration or quantity-concentration) had to be selected from a list of 10 items.
• The volunteer had to click on the right answer or on the button « no corresponding label ».
• The set was presented 3 times using 3 different drug label formats incorporating various levels of standardization.

Results
The frequency of drug selection errors was significantly associated to the level of standardization (Fig. 1), the professional group (Fig. 2) and the individual volunteers (Fig. 3).

Conclusions
National regulatory bodies should enforce the use of a standard requiring that concentration expressed in "mg/ml", total amount and total volume be displayed on medication labels at fixed locations. Nursing and medical schools as well as healthcare organisations should implement ways for better selecting and training healthcare professionals with regard to arithmetic skills. These conclusion were applied to our own productions, with some other criteria, such as colour code for anaesthesiology drugs and the use of tall man letters to differentiate similar names. An example of such a label is displayed in Figure 4.
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